When reflecting on her summer in Seed Crew, Chelsea P., 17, of Dorchester, said: “During Seed Crew there were a lot of people in my crew who were different from me and lived different lives. Because of this, I’ve learned how to communicate with people who aren’t the same as me.” Chelsea also ended the summer feeling that she was “better equipped” to talk about food systems.
Year in Review 2017-2018

Food Access and Affordability
This year, we saw increased SNAP usage at farmers’ markets, due to the MA state legislature matching funds (up to $80) for purchases of fresh fruit and vegetables. The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) helps low-income working people, senior citizens, the disabled and others by issuing electronic benefits which can be used like cash to purchase food. This year, SNAP offered matching funds when participants purchased fresh produce at farmers’ markets or through a CSA. This new program has almost tripled the use of SNAP at farmers’ markets and we will be adding a winter farmers’ market in Lynn to allow SNAP recipients the ability to purchase fresh vegetables and fruits for more months of the year.

Salad Days
Our Salad Days program is a partnership with the Lynn Public Schools which includes a hands-on seed to fork experience for grade-school children. This year, over 800 students participated in our Salad Days program, trying new foods and learning about gardens. Providing school children with the opportunity to taste, grow and experience freshly harvested food is sometimes the first introduction to local food and farm-fresh vegetables.

Build a Garden Program
We completed our 10th year of building raised-bed gardens in the Dudley neighborhood. This year we built 60 beds in 50 locations, mostly for families, but a few were built for organizations to create shared spaces. To date, we have built over 1000 raised-bed gardens in more than 800 locations. By providing the structure and materials to grow fresh food, we create more food access in low-income communities.

The Big Shindig
Our annual gala, The Big Shindig, honored two TFP alums: Cassandria Campbell and Jackson Renshaw, co-founders of FreshFood Generation who created and run a catering business whose mission is to disrupt food disparities by creating a common food experience. Cassandria and Jackson received The Food Project Leadership Award “for their tireless, innovative work that embodies a deep love of land and people.”

Lynn Grows
In partnership with the Lynn Food and Fitness Alliance, we launched Lynn Grows, which is a group of residents from the City of Lynn with the goal of increasing fresh food accessibility and affordability and to help city residents make healthy decisions about food choices. There will be 25 stakeholders from the City of Lynn who are invested in changing the local food system. Initial areas of interest include school food, food education, access, affordability, gardens and local food business.
Financial Review

You make this important work happen through your financial support. Building community-engaged models of food system change takes time and effort, yet the lasting impact of these models is invaluable. Your support means that this is your work across youth, food, and community. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITY

2018 Fiscal Year

REVENUE
Donations 2,385,344
Food Sales 347,854
Investments 97,056
Event Tickets, Raffles & Auctions 51,117
Programs & Training Material 14,175
TOTAL REVENUE $2,895,546

EXPENSES
Youth Development 1,491,146
Suburban Farming 609,344
Urban Farming & Community Agriculture 565,069
Volunteer & Outreach 445,713
Food Access 149,881
TOTAL EXPENSES $3,261,153

Data is represented on an accrual basis and based on audited financial statements. Indirect costs are allocated to program areas based on the size of each program.
Donor Support

Thank you for keeping us growing strong. We appreciate each and every donor who supported us during the 2018 fiscal year, from October 1, 2017 to September 30, 2018. You make us grow stronger, deepen our roots, and catalyze positive change in our communities.

CORPORATE & FOUNDATION GIVING

Thank you to the foundations, corporations, and organizations who made our work possible this year.

$50k+
Anonymous
High Meadows Foundation
Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resources
Merck Family Fund
Willow Tree Fund

$25,000 - $49,999
Anonymous
Bank of America
The Baupost Group, LLC, Charitable Fund at the Boston Foundation
Cabot Family Charitable Trust
Ludzik Foundation
Oren Campbell McCleary Charitable Trust
Newman’s Own Foundation
Pace Center
Clark R. Smith Family Foundation

$10,000 - $24,999
Anonymous
Boston Children’s Hospital
Boston Ethical Community
Boston Impact Initiative Fund of RFS Social Finance
Virginia Wellington Cabot Foundation
Alfred E. Chase Charity Foundation, Bank of America, N.A., Trustee
The Doe Family Foundation
Alice W. Dow Foundation
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Gourmet Caterers, Inc.
High Output
The Janey Fund
Joy in Childhood Foundation
Massachusetts Charitable Society
Middlesex Savings Charitable Foundation, Inc.
New Balance Foundation
New England Biolabs, Inc.
Laura J. Niles Foundation
North Shore Workforce Investment Board
William E. & Bertha E. Schrafft Charitable Trust
Towards Sustainability Foundation

$5,000 - $9,999
Anonymous (2)
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts
Forest Foundation
Fresh Sound Foundation
Green Leaf Foundation
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care Foundation
The Krauss Charitable Foundation
Linde Family Foundation
McCarthy Family Foundation, Bank of America, Co-Trustee
New England Biolabs Foundation
The Pettus Foundation Trust Project Bread
Reebok Foundation
Salem Five Charitable Foundation
TKHSS Family Fund
United Way of Massachusetts Bay and Merrimack Valley

$2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous
Beacon Hill Garden Club
Brookline Bank
Cambridge Trust Company
Cliff Bar Family Foundation
EBSCO Publishing
Effie’s Homemade, LLC
Electric Insurance Company
EMD Serono, Inc.
John W. Henry Family Foundation
The Howell Family Charitable Foundation
Keurig Dr Pepper
Leaves of Grass Fund
T.R. Miller Co., Inc.
Northern Trust
Papa Razzi
Pure Strategies, Inc.
Matthew J. & Gilda F. Strazzula Foundation
The Frederick E. Weber Charities Corporation

$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous (2)
AFC Urgent Care
The Lasser & Fanny Agoos Charity Fund
Beacon Place Dental Group
Mark C Beal DMD & Associates
Bertram D. Blaisdell Trust, Bank of America
BlueHub Capital
The Blue Ox
Brennan and Cianciolo Family Fund
Brick Ends Farm
Brookline Periodontal Associates
The Edmund & Betsy Cabot Charitable Foundation
Cadence Capital Management LLC
The Castle Group, Inc.
Chive Sustainable Event Design & Catering, Inc.
Cooley, LLP
Daniels Family Foundation
Department of Neighborhood Development
Farm Fresh East
FCM Travel
Fenway Health
First Church in Wenham Congregational Food and Nutrition Resources Foundation, Inc.
The Forsyth Institute Foundation for MetroWest Fresh Food Generation Garden Club of the Back Bay, Inc.
Google
Greater Boston Bankers Association
Harvard Memorial Church
Kelley Towncar Inc
Liberty Mutual Insurance
Nahant Life Saving Station
National Financial Services LLC
North Shore Garden Club
The Perls Foundation
Ritz Carlton Half Moon Bay S.E.A. Fund of the Essex County Community Foundation
Saltbox Kitchen LLC
Sentinel Benefits & Financial Group
Smile Boston
Smile Brookline, Sara Stock Dds & Associates
Taza Chocolate
Trinitarian Congregational Church
Unitarian Universalist Church of Greater Lynn
US Storage Centers
Joseph Warren-Soley Masonic Lodge
Waverley Construction Inc.
Winston Flowers
WSM Foundation
Zwilling J.A. Henckels, LLC

$500 - $999
AIG
Ascend Learning
Associated Charities of Gloucester
The B.C. Group of Wells Fargo Advisors
Boston Common Asset Management, LLC
Boston Financial Investment Management, LP
Bright Funds Foundation
Copyright Clearance Center
Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC
The First Church in Swampscott Congregational
The Four Lanes Trust
HarbourVest
Harpoon Brewery
Ilex Floral Design
Impact Events DMC
JW Marriott Austin
Latitude Beverage Company
Nancy and Maurice Lazarus Fund
Marlo Marketing
Mei Mei
Network For Good
New England Foundation for the Arts
Pammy’s
PerkinsElmer
Pfizer Foundation Matching Gifts Program
The Print House
Print Logic
Rotary Club of Marblehead Harbor
Seisho-ken Institute
Serve Kindness
The Lawrence and Lillian Solomon Foundation
State Street Matching Gift Program
Superfine
TripAdvisor
Velti
Westin Hotel

Under $499
Anonymous
Acron Refrigeration
AmazonSmile
Analog Devices
Boston Public Health Commission
Boston Public Market Association
Boston University Alumni Association
Brightcove, Inc
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation
Bull’s Eye Distillers
City Feed & Supply
City Of Salem
Davio’s Restaurant
Debra’s Natural Gourmet
DeRosa Environmental Consulting, Inc.
Dig Inn
Eastern Bank Charitable Foundation
Eastern Standard Kitchen & Drinks
Emmanuel Gospel Center
First Parish in Framingham Framingham Friends Meeting
The Garden Club Federation of Massachusetts
Google Matching Gifts Program
Gorton’s Seafood
Gradient
GreaterGood.org
Helio! Texas Destination Management
Hejoko
HoneyComb Bakery and Gourmet Shop
Intel Corporation
Johnny’s Selected Seeds
Johnson Ohana Charitable Foundation
Florence and Richard Koplow Charitable Foundation
Maine Kayak Inc
Mamadou’s Artisan Bakery
Mingo Gallery and Custom Framing
Moulter Associates Inc
The Nahant Garden Club
National Grid USA
Oleana
Oregon Tilth
Phillips Academy
Sofia Bakery & Cafe
Spindrift Soda
Target Corporation
Tartine Kitchen and Eatery
Temple Beth Shalom
Third Sector New England
Tiny Showcase
Tops’1 Farm
Tufts Health Plan Foundation
UMass Boston
United HealthCare
Ursuline Academy
Vezion Foundation
Vertex Pharmaceuticals
Waters Corporation
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INDIVIDUAL GIVING

Thank you to everyone who made a gift this year in support of youth, food, and community.

$500+ 
Rick Grudzinski and Julie Bowden
Linda and Bill McQuillan

$25,000 - $49,999 
Anonymous

$10,000 - $24,999 
Anonymous (4)

$5,000 - $9,999 
Anonymous (6)

$1,000 - $2,499 
Anonymous (8)

$500 - $999 
Anonymous (16)

$50 - $499 
Anonymous (15)

$50 - $99 
Anonymous (8)

$25 - $49 
Anonymous (16)

$10 - $24 
Anonymous (16)

$5 - $9 
Anonymous (16)

$1 - $4 
Anonymous (16)

Cally Burns
Jay and Christy Cashman
Darina and Andrew Chester
Caren Demoulas and Joe Pasquale
Tracy Donsky and David Couture
John and Mary Fowler
Gregory and Janet Fraser
Elizabeth and John Gilmore
Curt Greer and Pamela Kohberg
Timo Greiner and Amy Ballin*
J. and Karen Harrison
Heather and Marc Hazel Patricia Jao
Margaret Leipsitz and Matthew Yarmolinsky*
Mr. and Mrs. Erik Levy
Jaime and Harry Manion
Richard Marks and Jennifer Morrison*
Mrs. John McQuillan
Anmol Mehran*
Andy and Lisa Mims+
Kate and Craig Nicholson
Catherine Owens and Eric Kloth
Anne Perkins and Richard High
Anna Winter and Neil Rasmussen
Diane C. Gemin and Rassanna Roveda
Frank Scherkenbach and Kimberly McGovern Peter and Cindy Schillmann
Janet Selcer and Joel Schwartz+
Steve Senna
Petr Von Mertens and De Angiolillo+
Gail Wine and Lance Ramshaw Frederic Wittmann and Christine Kondoleon

$1,000,000 - $2,499,999 
Anonymous

$500,000 - $999,999 
Anonymous

$100,000 - $499,999 
Anonymous

$50,000 - $99,999 
Anonymous

$10,000 - $49,999 
Anonymous

$5,000 - $9,999 
Anonymous (4)

$1,000 - $2,499 
Anonymous (8)

$500 - $999 
Anonymous (8)

$100 - $499 
Anonymous (8)

$50 - $99 
Anonymous (8)

$5 - $9 
Anonymous (8)

$1 - $4 
Anonymous (8)

Anonymous (96)

$25,000 - $49,999 Anonymous, David and Stephanie Spina, Charles and Judith John and Jill Preottle Chris and Meredith Powell, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Poor, Jr., Rachael Pettus

$10,000 - $24,999Anonymous (4), Ms. Patricia Bellinger, Margaret Covert and Brian Eberman Anne Covert Bevee Gee and Manu Daffany Sarah and Robert Gould Preble Jaques and Jessica Morrison

$5,000 - $9,999Anonymous (96)

$1,000 - $2,499Anonymous (96)

$500 - $999Anonymous (96)

$100 - $499Anonymous (96)

$50 - $99Anonymous (96)

$5 - $9Anonymous (96)

$1 - $4Anonymous (96)

Anonymous (96)

Sylvia and Aaron Baghish Andrea and Melora Balson Family Fund Judy Bright

Cohen/Lucas Fund at the Boston Foundation*
Rosemary and Thomas Warren Covert, Jr. and Mary Fenoglio Sarah Cummer Rachel Mitchell David Cushing Thomas and Jillian Darling
Peter Davison
Marleen De Bode and Marc Olivo
C. Russell De Burlo, Jr.
John and Mary Deyst Ron and Julie Drucker
Dunn Family Charitable Foundation
Stephen Durant and Laura Evans Durant
Dr. Aliakbar Esmaeili
Susan Farrell
Taylor Ferguson
Bob and Debbie First

$500 - $999Anonymous (4)

$250 - $499Anonymous (4)

$100 - $499Anonymous (4)

$50 - $99Anonymous (4)

$5 - $9Anonymous (4)

$25 - $49Anonymous (4)

$10 - $24Anonymous (4)

$5 - $9Anonymous (4)

$1 - $4Anonymous (4)
Dirk Crew farmed, built raised bed gardens and coordinated produce donations to hunger relief organizations.
and vegetables harvested

212,000
pounds of fresh fruits
and vegetables harvested

279,000
servings of fresh fruits and vegetables
distributed through
hunger relief organizations or low cost
farmers markets

210,000
servings of fresh fruits and vegetables
distributed through
CSA shares

FOOD

72
acres of sustainably
farmed land

Vipada Kasemrri
Neal and Victoria Kass
Nancy and Shahir Kassam-Adams
Clare and Peter Kastner
Arnie Katz LMT
Judith Katz and Philip Field
Adele Kauflmann and Barry Cohen
Barry Kaye and Kathryn Laughlin
Karen Keane
Melissa Keating
Christopher Keck
Ms. Lorna Keith
Christopher Kelley and Colleen Kelley
Stephen Kelley
Bonfiglio
Mary Kelly
Stephen and Carolyn Kelly
Deborah Kelsey*
Michael and Dena Kemp
William and Stephanie Kendrick*
Martha Kennedy
Ed and Priscilla Kerr
Lowell Kern
Jean Keskulla and George Stalker
Henry Keutmann and Ilene Ginsip
Eric Kilburn and Kate Crosby*
Jeffrey and Susan Kilgore
David Kim
John and Joan Kimball
Becky King
Lori King
Charles Kinney and Pam Myers-Kinney
Daphne Kiplinger and Dave Steadman
Michael Kiprop
Amy Kirchner
Sharon Kissane
Pete Klein
Lev Kling-Brinson–John and Polly Knowles
Jonathan and Janet Kravetz
Alex and Anne Krieger
David Kulik and Deena Cogen
Florence Klopow
Mrs. Martha J. Koster
Mary Kostman
Paul Kramer and Skye Cogen
Morrison Kramer
Jean and Jordan Krasnow
Nigel Kraus and Kay Seligson
Jonathan and Janet Kravetz
Abe Krichavsky and bead Kurland
Judy Kucher-DeGroot
Angela Kwan
Miranda Lachman
Lucy Lade
Peter Ladesic
Brad Lafata
Sarah Lambe
Jessica Laney and Christopher Lamothé∗
Kate Landau
Janet Landry
Jessica Lane-Quinquis and Gildas Quinquis∗
Mr. and Mrs. Ben P. Langille
David LaPalomonte
John and Kristen LaPlante∗
Paul and Susan Lapointe
Cheryl Lappin
Susan and Robert Laskin
Kitty Latavica
James and Michele Latimer∗
Veronique Latimer–Patricia Lattimore and Boudriullon Apreala∗
David and Gerry Lattimore
Malcolm and Frances-Lee Bonfiglio
Abby Lauterbach
Nick LaVallée
Ginger Lawrence
Paul Lazey
Bob and Meryl Leahy∗
Kelsey Leahy
Dana Leavitt
Josh and Laura Lee∗
Margaret Lee∗
Nancy Lee and Bruce Beckwith∗
Aron Leefland
Mi Leggett–David Leifer and Marla Engel
Lowa Leland
Bob and Virginia Lembre
Stevy Lenox and Michelle Samour
Dutch Leonard and Kathy Angell
Martha and William Lerman
Benjamin Levenson
Eric Leventhal Arthen
Alan and Leslie Levey
Gary Levine
Simon Levitas
Ann Leviton
Amy Lew
Christine Lewis
Ms. Constance A. Lewis
Cynthia Lewis
Rosemary Leyre and Steve Rogers
Felicia Li
Lynda Li
Jess Liborio–Sybil Licht
Nancy Licht
Laurie Lingham and Maria Cardenas∗
Lisa and Greg Linn
Bob and Robin Lisfield
Jonathan Lob
Elliot and Lenore Lobel
Elyasbeth Logan
Kathleen Lomatoiski
Emily Long
Rebecca L. Regan
Catalina Lopez Opina
Michael Lorcr and Stephanie Lorick
Max and Vicky Loubiere
Gwyeth E. Loud
David Luckenbach
Elaine Luizzi
Matthew Luizzi
Darlene and William Lupini∗
Aron Lurie
Stephen Luteman
Ruthie Lydon
Diana Lyman and Tom Willmot
William and Anastasia Lynam
Edward Lyons
Theodore Lyssczarz and Barbara Ewen
Eva Macdonald–
Joan MacIsaac and Benjamin Misch
Colin and Tamara Mackenzie
Eileen and William MacKenzie
MalKenzie Mackin
Richard and Wanda Macnair
Dale and Susan Macomber
Nada Maddox-Eubanks
Dugan and Frank Maddux
Ralph and Rose Marie Madsen
Sarah and William Madsen
Hardy∗
Jean Maesthe
Mary Magnier
Axel Magnuson and Sylvia Vriesendorp∗
Abus Salimahadi
Charlene Mahlatini–
Patrick Mahoney
Joyce Majewski
Mina Makarios
Natalie Malinowski
Beth Maloney
Joseph Maloney
Mary Manarinno
Ann Mannino
Richard Manthey
Vernon Marshall
Leonard Marzio–
Eugenia Marcus
Alice Markson
Jason Marshall and Alison Marshall
Jon and Patti Martin
Sheryl Martellini
Candace Martinez
Sergio Martinez
Kathryn Matte
June Matthews
Louisa Mattson
Lucy Mays and John Mendelson
Jaclyn Mayo
Carolyn McCane-Chin and David Chin
Stephen J. McCarthy, Sr.
Kathleen McCleery and Robert Martinez
Frank and Heather McClelland
The Ramsey McCluskey Family Foundation
Richard McCracken
Michael McCrea
David McCue
Jeri and James McCue
Nicole McDermott
Judy McDonough
Ellen and Robert McGarty
Mary McGinn and John Lambias∗
David and Jennifer McGriglie
Dan McCruish
Katherine and Benjamin McGraw
Kimberly McGucken
Sean and Kimberly MacKenzie
McGuigan
Aislin McGuire
Scott McNemeres
Simon L. McIntosh–
Ann and James McLaughlin
Kevin and Sarah McLaughlin
Elaine and Ricky McLean
Meghan McManama–Alison McCourid
Richard and Ian McQuaid
Kathleen McVicar
Catherine Meaney
Sasha Megie-Monde–Ava Maria Megna
Jim and Mary Megson
Anjali Mehta
Otto and Jean Mejia
Helena Menendez
Nancy Menzels
Sara Merand
Corinne Meyer and Steven Feye
Eugene Meyer
Patricia Michaels
Sarah Michaud∗
Robyn and Thomas Milbury
Owen Miles
Maya Milic-Straklj
Carol Miller
Jeffrey Miller–
Joel Miller
Liz Miller
Madeline Miller–Sussan Mills
Carol Miller
Anthony Miranda and Tracey Cornogg
Alexa Mislitski
John Moberger and Kathleen Hirbour
Ludia J. Moti–
Reeve Moir–
Andy Mon
Peter Monius and Melissa Morgan
Michael and Mary Moniz
Kya and Coco Montagu
Christina Montgomery
Robert and Sherry Montgomery
Mr. David Moon
Eileen Moran
Don and Louisia Morgan
Mildor Morikawa and Roger Oser–
William Morningstar
Bruce Morrison
Garfield and Pearl Morrison
Brooks and Patricia Mostue
Rebecca Moura
Beth Mozell
Steve Munro
Cal Munson
Lucy Munson and Andrew Magee
Mr. Bartholomew Murphy
Ms. Johann M. Murpick
Robert and Mary Murphy
John and Heather Murray
Janet Muto
Lynn Nadeau
Mneesha Nahata
Lindsay Neagle
Charles Nelson
Caren Nemtsov
Karina Nersissian
John and Evelyn Newey
Joseph and Margaret Newey
Joseph and Kate Newhall
Newhouse
Dominic Newton–
Phil Nguyen
Ann Nichols
Jeffrey and Nicole Nichols
Marty and Audra Nichols
Murray and Barbara Nicholson
Vera Nordal
Lane and Ellen Nordquist∗
Jennifer Norwood
Flore Nouvel
Robert and Harriet Noyes
Christine Nurmi
Paige and Nick Nunes
Miller Nottle
Newton Nyante
Mary O’Brien
Jeanne O’Connell
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of farmers’ market sales
new raised bed gardens
made through state or
Greater Boston helped
volunteers from
60%
community
“Salad Days.”
76
900
students in Lynn Public School participated in “Salad Days.”
76%
of farmers’ market sales made through state or federal subsidies
1775
new raised bed gardens built in Boston and Lynn
76
volunteers from
companies around Greater Boston helped out on the farms
10 • THE FOOD PROJECT

Lauren O’Connor–
Caroline O’Connor–
Margaret O’Connor–
Thomas O’Connor–
Laura and Patrick O’Cara
Ms. Jane D. O’Malley
Jack O’Neill
David Oakes and Sheila
Botstein
Hannah Oblock
Elizabeth Ochoa
Pamela Okenholm
Louise O’Keen
Alan and Alice Olliff
Arlene Oliveiro Sheldon and
Josh Sheldon
Daniel Olendof and Carolyn
Conte
Ellen Olendof
Adabayo Olhe-Ere
Cheryl Opperman and Maure
Anronson–
Brian and Bernadette Orr
Familia Ortha
Kafra Ortha
Robin Ortung
Suzanne Otterbein
Sheila Oulettet
Mike and Lisa Ouradnik
Bayo Owolowo–
Kimberly Ozaki
Emi Page
Karen Page
Carren Panico and Erik
Synesvedet
John and Nina Pantazis
Carrie Parham
Devon Parish
William Parker–
Cathlyn Passaretti–
Gary Paster
Janet Patterson
Jessica Paul
Nora Paul-Schultz
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan
Payson
Sarah Pearsall
Samson Pearson and Julie
Button
Peter and Susan Pease
Joe and Barbara Pedulla
Thomas Pettit
Arum Pemmaraju
Jordan Penkower
Leah Penniman–
Patricia Pepper–
Meghan Perdue
Merle Perkins and Peter
Rempelakis
Danielle Perley
Rhea Perlan
Steven and Terry Perlmutter–
Adam and Dasha Perry
Chris and Sylvia Perry
Ned Perry and Cynthia Wood
James Petersen
William and Arlene Petri
Katie Petruzzi
Terry Petronzio
Sam and Silvia Petuchowski–
Khai Pham
Kripa Philip–
Julie and Jim Pimentel
Jill Piscopo
Bill and Linda Pivacek
Oakes Plimpton and Pat
Magee
Brian and Laura Plunkett
Rachel Polli and Mac
Mcintosh–
Laurie Poklop
Rachel Poliner
Sam Pollack
Alice Pollorick
Blake Poole
Sara Poore
Karleen Porcena–
Bruce Porter and AnnMarie
Lanza–
Julie Pottier-Brown–
Mr. Andrew F. Powell, Sr.
Meredith C. Powell
Jayne Prats
Stuart and Beth Pratt
Alicia Prentice
Claudine Prokopis
Emily Pruyn
Constance Putnam
George and Kathy Putnam
Ms. Sarah Putnam
Louis Puttermann
Richard and Judith Quannrd
Joel and Brianna Quick
Liesje Quinte
Marc Quirina
Mark and Alice Rader
Stephen Raffel
Teresa Ramirez
Curt and Beth Ramm
Albert and Lois Rand
Michele Rapp
Ms. Lucy Rappaport
Charlotte Read
John Read
Tim and Flavia Reardon
Dr. Dean Redearn
Jessica and Tom Reece
Judson Reece
Mark Reed and Stephanie
Goldberg
Adam C. Reeve–
Stephanie Reid–
Judson and Lisa Reis
Elaine S. Reisman
Joel and Debby Reisman
Anne Remington
Kelly Renner
Jackson and Carly Renshaw–
Greg Reppucci
Kelly Requaadt
Jennifer Revill
Paul Reville and Julie Joyal
Jeanclauzino–
Fredrick Ribe
Atara Rich-Shea
Sarah Richards
Ned and Katie Rimer
Sue Ritter and Sally Neely
Rich and Diane Robbins
Amy Roberts
Susan Roberts
Nazim Roberts-Smith
Gary and Chris Robinson–
John Robinson and Raghild
Fredrikson
Laura Robinson
Alida Rodenburg
Colin Rodger
Tim Rodgers
Denise Roehi
Baie Rogers–
Patricia Rogers–
Lee Rolontz
Lauren and Carter Romansky
Laurea Roper–
Glenn and Ann Rosen
Matthew Rosen and Michael
Hawley
Mathias Rosenfeld
Michael and Naomi
Rosenfeld
Paul Rosengren
Steve Ross
Carol Roskam
Constance Ryden and Robert
Caligrove
Jan Rubin
Megan and Gary Rubin
Roberta Rubin and Don
Abrams–
Michael Ruddy
Gary and Sandra Ruggiero–
John and Claire Russell
Lisa Russell
Michelle Russo
Mrs. Elizabeth Ryan
Heidrun and Dominic Ryan
Rachele Ryan
Bobby and Claire Ruy
Douglas and Nicola Sabin–
Joe Sacchi
Melanie Sadofsky and Stuart
Lerman
Mark and Linda Sagor–
Bill Sahlas
Banafsheh Salamatin
Debora Salazar
Richard and Dianne
Salsmon
Sara Saloerrer
Barbara Sampson and William
Hamilton
Jim Samuelson
Paul and Kerri Sanclente
Tom and Laura Sander–
Dylan and Bea Sanders
Mark Sandford and Patience
Ferris Sandorf
Emanuel Santa
Ms. Margaret H. Satterfield
Philip and Lucy Saunders
Tedd and Ully Sauroors
Katherine Saviano
David Scharfsinter and Sarah
Feldman
Robin Schenget
Britta Schellenberg
Sarah Schendel–
Andrew Schiff and Susan
Manheim
Allen Schiller
Andy Schiller
Janet Schlegel
Kate Schlegel
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Schloss
Rebecca Schofield
Brendan Schroeder
Hilary Schuld
Paul Schulteis and Lisa
Woodham
Jill Schwartz
Judith Schwartz and Michael
Furstenberg
Sheeldon and Ellen Schwartz
Jeff Schotzwer
Robert Scofield
Tamika Scott–
Ms. Nancy S. Seasholes
Jo Seibel and Stuart Levitz
May Ruth Seidel
Steven Seidel and Adria
Steinberg–
Jeffrey and Sheara Seigal
Marcel and Grace Sellor
Brinda Sen
Rachel Serotta
Sara Sereze–
Frederick Seward
Gabbriella M. Sghia-Hughes–
Jason and Katherine
Shambeger
Kevin Shaw
Arthur Sharp and Anne
Sterling
Anne and Douglas Sharps
Tedd and Linda Sharpe
Kelly Shawnessy and Jerry Fox
Gary and Caryl Shaw
Henry and Kathryn Shaw
Clare Shawcross
Cheryl Shear
Naomi Shea
Jan Shepar and Judith
Eggleston
Charlene Scharred
Bharat Shippen-Howe–
Andrea Shify
Jane Shopick
Sara Shostak
Maria Shumate
Heather Siart
Farah Sibai
Helen Sides
Mr. Tom Sieniewicz
Philip Simon
Virginia Simons
Shiin Sioshanshi–
Jean Skaane
Olga Skopara
Gayle Smigl and Judy
Curby
Allison Smith
Ms. Anne Taliferro Smith
Angus Smith
Earl and Barbara Smith
Gary and Eliz Smith
Lynne and Gary Smith
Marily Ray Smith
Richard Smith
Scott Smith
Lanier Smythe
Dannielle Snelling
Dr. Nancy B. Sobel
Diane Sokol
Bruce Sorrentino
Gillian Soucy
Nancy Soulette
Elena Soyer
Anthony Spagnuolo
Curt and Kim Speerschneider
Nancy Spence
Tova and Ken Sperry
Tedd and Arlene Spetzaferro
Cassandra and Rob Spies
Stephanie Spooner
Anne St. Goar and Shippenn
Page
Alexandra Stanley
Takara Stanley–
Michael and Jill Stanisky
Linda Stanstall
Bill and Susan Stason
Taylor Stathis
Nels and Andrea
Steersrup
Wen and Fiona Stephenson
Mr. Campbell Steward
Vassel and Donna
Stewartson–
David Stifter
Kristine Stigas
Jen and Dan Stine
Judy and Dave Stockton
Roger and Helen Stoddard
Beth Stokes
Chris and Laurel Stolte
Mrs. Marily Storie
Rebecca Stone
Tucker Stone
Jeff Straub
Bruce and Deborah Strock
Diana Sullivan
John and Mary Sullivan
Iydia Sullivan–
Ann Summer
Sarathory Sun–
Jen Sur
Theodore Sussman and Lisa
Freeed–
Betsy Suter
Hope and Adam Suttin
Almin Sutton-Berkely
Ms. Linda M. Switz
David and Joanna Swain
Lisa and Amy Swanson
Caitlin Sweeney
John Sweatt
Susan and Jack Sweeney
Sandra Sweetnam and David
Smith–
Emily Synk
Shawn Sutruna
Ms. Paulalet L. Taggart
Ojas Tammante
Tony Tanany and Ann Tanany
William and Vivien Tao
Kemon and Rhoda
Taschiglou
GIFTS IN KIND

Donations of goods and services helped support special projects and general operations throughout the year. We are thankful for all of the individuals and establishments who made these generous contributions and helped us grow.

Roland Appleton
The Blue Ox
Jason Bond
Spindrift Soda
Ritz Carlton Half Moon Bay
Pammy's
Michael Pierdinock LSP, CHMM
The Print House
Amelia & Nico Monday
Tops'l Farm
Taza Chocolate
Tartine Kitchen and Eatery
Ritz Carlton
Print Logic
The Blue Ox
Mingo Gallery and Custom Framing
Saucier & Catering, Inc.
JW Marriott Austin
Mamadou's Artisan Bakery
Minger's Florist
Tops'l Farm
William's Artisan Bakery
Saucier & Catering, Inc.

SUSTAINERS

Sustainer donors are an important group of sustaining donors who make monthly or quarterly donations, offering a reliable source of support to grow our programs. Thank you for your steady and loyal support.

Marcelle Abi-Esber
Shannon Armstrong and Gregor Rhoda
Margaret Audsen
Lauren Bell
Cynthia Encalade
Carole Biewener
Maureen Blyton
Stefanie Calvani
Eliza A. Cohen
Tracy Curtin
Cindy Davenport
Boudewijn de Jonge and Josephine Wendel
Diana Diggles
Alan Dittrich
Anne and Bob Eccles
Taylor Evans
Torri and David Harrington
Annie Hayner
Daniel Karim
Andee Kramer
Julie Mackin
Axel Magnun and Sylvia Vriesendorp
Katherine McMillan
Sarah Michaud
Mary and Luke Miratrix
Richard and Connie Ohlsten
Karleen Porcena
Sarah Schendel
Tamika Scott
Shirin Sioshansi
Takuya Tanaka
Lydia Sullivan
Sandra Sweetman and David Smith
Tatiana Wright
Howard and Lenore Winkler
Laurence and Alexis Wark
Peter and Gali Wintersteiner
Aimee Wieseberg
Ashley Wolf
Richard and Connie Ohlsten
Aishetu K. Abubakar
Delphine M. Acha
Norah Almomani
Nahimy Alvarez
Isabella Alveal
Alvin Andino
Casey Andrews and Benjamin Saucer
Casey Ballin
Koushik R. Barua
Sowmit Barua
Kate Bibeau
Amanda Bissell
Kate Bodsky
Josiah Brown
Sylvia C. Brown
Cassandra Campbell
Omar Carranza
Danae Carridine
Millie Chapman
Johnny Chear
Eliza A. Cohen
Keely Curle
Caitlin Cusack
Jason M. Cutter
Dami Dada
Elizabeth Dada
Jarrid R. Diaz
Olivia S. Dynan
Emmanuel Encarnacion
Julia Farago
Tatiana Fernandez-Soto
Jeremy A. Finch
Amnahilt Forghan
Ethan Greenberg
Phoebe Hagberg
Nora L. Hayes
Tesis Hoisman
Lev Kling-Bronstein
Veronique Latimer

ALUMNI

Alumni support is especially meaningful to us. We are thankful for all of the alumni who support the young leaders of The Food Project.

Anonymous
Ashelou K. Abubakar
Delphine M. Acha
Norah Almomani
Nahimy Alvarez
Isabella Alveal
Eliza A. Cohen
Keely Curle
Caitlin Cusack
Jason M. Cutter
Dami Dada
Elizabeth Dada
Jarrid R. Diaz
Olivia S. Dynan
Emmanuel Encarnacion
Julia Farago
Tatiana Fernandez-Soto
Jeremy A. Finch
Amnahilt Forghan
Ethan Greenberg
Phoebe Hagberg
Nora L. Hayes
Tesis Hoisman
Lev Kling-Bronstein
Veronique Latimer

Mai Leggett
Eva Macdonald
Charlene Mahalatini
Simon L. McIntosh
Meghan McMamana
Madeleine Miller
Ludia J. Modi
Reeve Moir
Ms. Johannah M. Murphy
Dominic Newton
Phil Nguyen
Thomas O'Connor
Bayo Owolowo
William Parker
Caitlyn Passaretti
Leah Penniman
Kripa Philip
Adam C. Reeves
Jackson and Carly Renshaw
Baie Rogers
Sara Serrze
Gabriella M. Siahia-Hughes
Bharat Shippen-How
Shirin Sioshansi
Sarahoyb Sun
Felicia A. Taylor
William Testa
Ashley Thibeault
Kambie Titus
Asia L. Tran
Jillian Valpey
Darlene Vu
Caroline White-Nockley
Anika Whitemore
Gemma Wilkens
Paul Wilkens
Elizh K. Womack
Hannah Yarmolinsky
Sarah Zelada

Fidelio and Florentina Taferas
Angela Taylor
Elizabeth Taylor
Felicia A. Taylor
Gary and Susan Taylor
Juliet Taylor
Richard and Alix Taylor
Diane Teichert and Don Milton
Tony Teixeira and Luie Teixeira
William Tseta
Tom and Christine Tetraut
The Young Family
Ashley Thibeault
Matthew and Dawn Thibeault
Uday Thomiagi
Ms. Lisa Tieszen
Vidya Tikku
Lynn Tillson
Dilla Tingley
Kambie Titus
Stephen Tobin and Nancy Hartle
Harriet and Rob Todd
Jane Torchiana-Shafer
Thomas Tolzman and Lisa Delchamps
Asia L. Tran
Charity and Thomas Tremblay
Michael Tremblay
Paul Tremblay and Declan Cook
Valentina Trupos
Rachael Turkington
Christopher and Nicole Twomey
Eliza Twomey
Linda Ugelow and Endre Jobbagy
David Uhrenholdt
Norman Uhrevicz
Chris Ullian
Roselvi Valdez
David Valente
Judith Vallery
Jillian Valpey
Susan Delellis Valpey and John Valpey
Laurie and Eric Van Loon
Ron VanDe Veen
Allen Vander Meulen and Stephanie Smart
David and Shannon Vanderhoof
Ramani Varanasi and Vinayak Antarkar
Jennifer Masterling and Kevin Brailey
James and Jennifer Vath
Jim Vaughhey
Sally Ann Velez-Guzman
Monica Velgos
Mary Jo Veling
Dona Vello
Martha Vicinus
Frona Vicksell
Joshua Vogel
William Vogel and Connie Parrish
Daniel Volpe
Michael and Erica Voolish
Darlene Vuu
Carrie Vuori
Kathy Waldron-Borrero
Ethan Walsh
Cherish and John Walsh
John Wang
Constance Warik
Nancy Waters
Deborah Watrous
Dannny Watt and Ruthie Liberman
Gill and Kathie Watt
Linda Watt
Toreena Webb-Thomas
Ms. Janet Weber
Jennifer Weber
Charles and Louise Weed
Mr. Bernard E. Weichsel
Maureen and Bill Weils
David and Miriam Weil
Jeff Weinstein
Daniel and Emie Weinstock
Susan Weir
Paul Weller
Beth Wells and Allen Elkin
Jean Welson
Jack and Linda Weltner
Mark Weltner and Sandra Crawford
Kristen and Chad Wellner
Jamie Wachadlo
Barbara Wetherington
Anne White
Jim and Carol White
Kathyh White
Susie and Peter White
Caroline White-Nockley-Sharons Whitlam
Olivia Whiting
Anika Whitemore-Rachael Whitney
William Whitney
Rosie Wissgeldos
Donald Wightman
and Deborah Calabro-Wightman
Claire Wilcox
Josh Wilde
Elizabeth Wilde Richards
Gemma Wilkens
Lisa and James Wilkens
Paul Wilkens
Robin Wilkerson and Steve Atlas
Bobbie Williams
Caitlin Williams and Devon Lerner
John and Barbara Williams
Richard Williams and Jeanne Segal
Stephen Williams
Will and Sally Williams
Jim and Elizabeth Williamson
Al Wilson
Chauceney Wilson
Chelitea Wilson
Carol Wingate
Howard and Lenore Winkler
Laurence and Alexis Wintersteen
Peter and Gail Wintersteiner
Alice Wiseberg
Alison Woltzsnik
Robert and Bryce Wolf
Russ Wolf and Marty Gilpatrick
Paige Wolfe
Rebecca Wolfson
Howard and Candid Weolk
Marisa Wolsky and Benjamin Gunther
Elizalij R. Womack
Irene and Michael Wong
Connor Wood
Martha Wood
Andrew Worthen
Erik Woulfe
Samantha Wright Calero and James Wright
Bernhardt and Mary Jane Wunsch
Allan Wyatt and Nina May
Matthw Wyon
Joan K. Wyon
Sammy Yakura
Catherine Yang
Hannah Yarmolinsky
Emily Yiarnis
Fikre Yifu
Meryem Yuclu
Karen Zahka
David and Elizabeth Zahniser
Ms. Debra J. Zakas
Daniel Zebed and Marilynn Johnson
Sarai Zelas
Chloe Zelka
Karen and Kay Zieger
Ben Zola
Judy Zuckerman
Marcia Zuckerman
Ashley Zullo
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We gratefully acknowledge the support from parents. Your support is an investment in, and an endorsement of, the transformative power of The Food Project’s youth experience.

Anonymous (2)
Robert Addelson
Kamesh and Geeta Ayer
Gideon Assell and Mary Rutkowski
Robert and Ellen Baker
Johanna Baxter
Charlyn Bethell and Guy Urban
Charlotte Craig and Margie Bleichman
Elizabeth and Thomas Boates
George and Almeie Bower
Barry Brodyks
Jillian Brown
Stuart Brown and Sandra Delong
Tina Buchs and David Kalman
Paul and Patricia Buddenhagen
Patrick Byrne and Joan Denaplis-Byrne
Sara Bysshe and Charles Arnold
Peter and Janet Casler
Tom Chalmers and Joan Mevors
Regina Chang and Shawn Liu
Glenn and Lorraine Chapman
Dan Chau and Bo Thach
Daniel Cerneff and Priscilla Cobb
Bob and Janet Cramer
Emily Dexter and Armond Cohen
Valerie and Stephen Dorian
Mitch Dyman and Faith Michaels
Jessica and David Eber
Andrew Falender and Jackie Lenth
Mrs. Cathy Favreau
Timothy and Cynthia Ferris
Christopher and Lisa Fibbe
Ted Finch and Jeanne McDermott
Karen First and Andrew Cracknell
Roselyn Fisher and Paul Robbins
Greg Gale and Maria Rader
Tara Gallagher and Stephen Young
Jenny Gamson and Steve Secker
Julia Gittelman and Tom Mendelsohn
Laila Goodman and Barry Moir
Cici and Christopher Gordon
Tim Greiner and Amy Ballin
Barbara Gubb and Robert Boucher
Kristin Gustafson
Linnea Hagberg and Loren French
Martha Karchere and Luis Prado
Joan Karp and Doug Hayden
Deborah Kelsey
William and Stephanie Kendrick
Eric Kilburn and Kate Crosby
Jeffrey Kopf and Stephanie Cogen
Jessica and Christopher Lamoth
Jessica Lane-Quinquis and Gilda Quinquins
John and Kristen LaPlante
James and Michele Latimer
Patricia Latimore and Boundrillon Aperea
Carolyn Lattin and Venkat Venkatraman
Bob and Meryl Lealeny
Bernie Lobov and Barbara Guillole
Josh and Laura Lee
Margaret Lee
Nancy Lee and Bruce Beckwith
Tony and Claire Leggett
David Leifer and Marla Engel
Margaret Leipisitz and Matthew Yarmolinsky
Laurel Lingham and Mario Cardenas
Anne Lucas
Darlene and William Lupini
Sarah and William Madsen
Hardy Jefferson and Lucy Masters
Sara Mattes and Jerome Ritz
Mary McGinn and John Lambiase
Joanne G. Miller
Peter Monius and Melissa Robbins
Lane and Ellen Nordquist
Cheryl Opperman and Maure Aronson
Patricia Pepper
Anne Perkins and Richard High
Irving & Leila Perlmutter
Fund of Combined Jewish Philanthropies of Greater Boston, Inc.
Sam and Silvia Petuchowski
Gretchen Pfuetze
Rachel Pohl and Mac McIntosh
Bruce Porter and AnnMarie Lanza
Julie Pollter-Brown
Polly and Brock Reeve
Stephanie Reid
Gary and Chris Robinson
Patricia Rogers
Anna Romer and Bruce Jacobson
Laura Roper
Katherine Rosenfield
Roberta Rubin and Don Abrams
Gary and Sandra Ruggiero
Douglas and Nicola Sabin
Mark and Linda Sagor
Banafsheh Salamat
Sara Salomon
Tom and Laura Sander
Steven Seidel and Adria Steinberg
Janet Selicer and Joel Schwatz
Niels and Andrea Steenstrop
Vassel and Donna Stewartson
Mary Sullivan and Eric Brandt
Theodore Sussman and Lisa Freed
Sandra Sweetnam and David Smith
Fidelio and Florentina Tavers
Ronald and Meira Ten-Hove
Matthew and Dawn Thibeault
Stephen Tise
Stephen Tobin and Nancy Hartle
Christopher and Nicole Tomwey
Linda Ugolow and Endre Jobjagy
Roselvi Valdez
Susan Delellis Valpey and John Valpey
Mary Jo Veling
Gill and Kathy Watt
Campbell Watts and John Bunker
Lisa and James Willeks
Richard Williams and Jeanne Segal

SERVE & GROW

We are appreciative of the organizations that brought groups of serve & grow.

AIG
Alkermes
Ascend Learning
Audible
Bank of America
B.C. Group of Wells Fargo Advisors
Blue Cross Blue Shield of MA
BlueWave Sola
Boston Bar Association
Boston Benefit Partners
Boston Children’s Hospital
Boston Common Asset Management
Boston Faith and Justice Network
Boston Financial Investment Management, LP
Boston Health Care for the Homeless Fund
Boston University Alumni
CBT Architects
Cell Signaling Technology
Centre Congregational Church
Charles River Associates
Converse
Copyright Clearance Center
Dartmouth Club of Greater Boston
DSNI
Eastern Bank
Elk
Electric Insurance
Endicott College
ERM
Fidelity
First Church in Wenham
First Church UU in Jamaica Plain
First Parish in Framingham
First Presbyterian Church of the North Shore
GE Aviation
Glen Urquhart School
Goldman Sachs
Google
Gorton’s Seafood
HarbourVest
Harvard School of Public Health
Healthy Chelsea
IA Interior Architects
iIDA Philanthropy Committee
Johnson O’Connor
Kettle Cuisine
Keurig Green Mountain
Liberty Mutual Insurance
Lynn Youth Health Alliance
MAC Athletics
MassArt
Material Matters
MEDUFE BU Chapter
Metrowest Youth in Philanthropy
MIT
MIT Lincoln Lab
National Grid
Navigant
New Balance
New England Biolabs
North Shore Community College
Northeastern University
Northeastern University Circle K
Papa Razzi
Phillips Academy
PRIM&R
Pure Strategies
Rebook
RhythmOne
Root Capital
Salems State
Salesforce
SAP Burlington
Sekisui Diagnostics
Sentinel Benefits
Serve with Liberty
Sherin and Lodgen, LLP
Spoiler Alert
St. James Episcopal Church
State Street
Taiwanese American Professionals
Theramcell
TripAdvisor
Tufts Health Plan
Turner Construction
UMass Boston
United Health Care
United Parish of Brookline
UNREAL Brands
Ursuline Academy
Unitarian Universalist Church of Greater Lynn
Vantage Partners
Velt
Wayfair
Westin at Copley Place
Wheelock College
Windowor Construction

GIFTS IN HONOR OF

Donations were made in honor of the following people:

Al and Robin
Abby Ammerman
Wilhelmina Batchelder-Brown
Diane Braun
Vicki and Dale Braun
Mark Caggiano
Sam Caldwell and Jessica Riben
Beth Cedarberg-Guertin
Ross Combet and Rua Kelly
Carolyn Conte
Bart and Alison DiFiore
Jonathan Dutch
Stephanie Elkind
Maria Favorito
Timothy Flanagan
Deborah Gevalt
Beth Guertin
Sharon Kabelitz
Homi Kapadia
Vera and Beatrice Kelsey-Watts
Frances Keutmann
Sutton Kiplinger and Heidi Stucker
Lev Klingen-Bronstein
Arthur Kluge
Livia
Elena Martinez
Will McMullan
Linda McQuillan
Johannah Murphy
Olivia
Anderson Page
Alice Pollock
Christopher Powell
Eric Reisman
Addie E. Rutkowski-Ansell
Kate Schlegel
Ken Sgflia-Hughes
Kate and Jason Shamberger
Sue Shanken
George Travis

GIFTS IN MEMORY OF

Donations were made in memory of the following people:

Alfred “Allie” Coleman
Denise Renee Graham
Henry Loring Masters
Miriam
Ganson P. Taggart
Lenore Travis
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LENORE TRAVIS MEMORIAL FUND

Created in 2015, The Lenore Travis Memorial Fund has supported this annual retreat for youth leaders across the organization since 2016. Thanks to all of you who gave generously in honor of Lenore—a beloved friend and trustee of The Food Project and devoted advocate for our youth—the retreat is funded through 2020. We are thrilled to be able to offer this incredible opportunity for many young people to come.

To make a gift or learn more about the fund, visit: csa.thefoodproject.org/ltmf
TFP MISSION

The Food Project’s mission is to create a thoughtful and productive community of youth and adults from diverse backgrounds who work together to build a sustainable food system. Our community produces healthy food for residents of the city and suburbs, provides youth leadership opportunities, and inspires and supports others to create change in their own communities.